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STEP 1:
Fold each Lower Post (A) along 
the score lines to form a long 
box shape with the printed side 
facing out.  Fasten the box shape 
securely by inserting the large 
and small tabs into the slot 
openings.

Repeat Step 1 to make a total of 
two Lower Posts (A).

STEP 8:
Fold Middle (E) along the score 
lines to form a long box shape 
with the printed side facing out.  
Fasten the wood shape securely 
by inserting the large and small 
tabs into the slot openings.

STEP 9:
Place one of the Upper Posts (B)
into the top opening of the 
Lower Post (A) making sure that 
the two open holes found on 
each line up. 

Repeat step 8 to make a total of 
two tall posts.

STEP 6:
Fold each Post Peg (F) along the 
score lines to form a long box 
shape with the printed side 
facing out.  Fasten the box shape 
securely by inserting the large 
and small tab into the slot 
openings.

Fasten the top and bottom of the 
post by inserting the top tab into 
the slot opening.

Repeat Step 6 to make a total of 
four Post Pegs.

STEP 7:
Fold Middle Left (C) and Middle 
Right (D) along the score lines to 
form a long box shape with the 
printed side facing out.  Fasten 
the wood shape securely by 
inserting the large and small tabs 
into the slot openings.

Fasten the top of the shape by 
inserting the top tab into the slot 
opening.

Repeat Step 7 to make a total of 
two Middle end pieces.

STEP 2:
Pop out the four tabs found at 
the bottom of each side of the 
Lower Posts (A)

Repeat Step 2 on each of the 
Lower Posts (A).

STEP 3:
Fold the three Post Supports (G)
along the score lines to form a 
triangular box shape and then 
insert them into the four slot 
openings at the base of the Lower 
Post (A). Make sure to leave the 
tab on the Lower Post (A) up and 
out in the open

Repeat Step 3 on each of the 
Lower Posts. 

STEP 4:
Fold the tab found on the Lower 
Post (A) into the open slot found at 
the top of the Post Supports (G).
This will lock the supports into 
place making the post more sturdy.

HELPFUL REMINDERS
• Check that all materials are included in your kit.
• Please read through the instructions before you begin assembly.
• Make sure that your work area is spacious enough to assemble the arch.
•  Assembly time should be about 20 minutes for two people.

HELPFUL HINT
• Sometimes it helps to start
  with the tabs in the middle. 

COMPONENTS LIST
QTY. 2 A) Lower Post

QTY. 2 B) Upper Post

QTY. 1 C) Middle Left

QTY. 1 D) Middle Right

QTY. 1 E) Middle

QTY. 4 F) Post Peg

QTY. 6 G) Post Support

QTY. 1 H) Sign

QTY. 6 I) Horseshoe

QTY. 6 J) Star

QTY. 1 K) Rope

QTY. 1 L) Tape
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STEP  5:
Fold each Upper Post (B) along 
the score lines to form a long 
box shape with the printed side 
facing out.  Fasten the box shape 
securely by inserting the large 
and small tabs into the slot 
openings.

Fasten the top of the post  by 
inserting the top tab into the slot 
opening.

Repeat Step 5 to make a total of 
two Upper Posts (B).

Important
• Leave one of the sides with the two holes at the top
  of each Lower Post (A) without a Post Support (G)!

Leave one side with holes on top
without a support on bottom

The holes found on the bottom of (B)
and the top of (A) should line up
when the two pieces are joined.



STEP 10:
Place two of the Post Pegs (F)
into the two openings found in 
the middle of the combined tall
post. The Post Pegs (F) should go
all the way through to the other 
side leaving a little of each peg
sticking out of the newly created 
tall Post.

STEP 14:
Personalize the Sign (H) with 
markers, paint, or any other 
material to make the arch unique 
to your event. Once complete 
tape the sign to the constructed 
middle piece of the sign with the 
double sided Tape (L).

Decorate the rest of the Arch with
the Horse Shoes (I), Rope (K), 
and Stars (J) with the double 
sided Tape (L).

STEP 12:
Place the Middle Left (C) and 
Middle Right (D) at the ends of 
the Middle (E) piece so the side 
tabs line up as shown below.
Once the side tabs are lined up, 
push the tabs in and lock them 
into place.

STEP 13:
Place the two tall constructed 
posts several feet from each 
other. The sides of the posts 
without the Post Supports (G) 
should be facing inwards.
Then place the constructed 
middle piece in through the holes 
found at the top of each tall post.

Repeat step 11 on the outside of 
the middle piece to strengthen 
the arch.

HELPFUL HINT
• This step will need the use of two or more
  people to complete. 

HELPFUL HINT
• It’s good to use two strips of 
  double sided tape across 
  the whole backside of the sign.

HELPFUL HINT
• The Middle (E) has two locking tabs  
  at each side. You will only need one 
  set at each end for the locking tabs. 
  Two are provided so you can make   
  the arch opening wider or thinner depending
  on where you place it. Use the inner tabs
  for a more narrow entrance. Use the outer
  tabs for a wider entrance.
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STEP 11:
Popping the tabs out at 
the end of the Post Pegs 
(F) will give you stronger 
support of the fence.

Your 3-D
Ranch Entry 
Archway
is Finished!
Have fun with your new archway!
Use it as a display piece or as part of 
a scene.

WARNING!!!
THE RANCH ARCHWAY IS NOT 
CAPABLE OF SUSTAINING HEAVY 
WEIGHTS OR FOR USE IN WEATHER.

Repeat step 10


